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Iris and Vivi work to uncover their dark,
dangerous, and possibly magical past when
their older sister Grey goes missing.
Available on CloudLibrary.

Felix Love, a transgender seventeen-year-old,
attempts to get revenge by catfishing his
anonymous bully, but lands in a quasi-love
triangle with his former enemy and his best
friend. Available on CloudLibrary.

Cursed to be poisonous to the touch, Princess
Soraya endures a life in seclusion before making
fateful decisions about her twin’s upcoming
wedding, a young man who is not afraid of her and
a demon who holds the answers she seeks.
Available on CloudLibrary.

When her mother is arrested by ICE, sixteen-
year-old Argentinian Manu--who thinks she is
hiding in a Miami apartment because she is an
undocumented immigrant--discovers that her
entire existence is illegal and begins to unlock her
powers. Available on CloudLibrary and Hoopla.

Prominent activist George M. Johnson
shares personal essays that chronicle his
childhood, adolescence and college
years as a Black queer youth, exploring
subjects ranging from structural
marginalization to Black joy. Available on
CloudLibrary and Hoopla.

Born in a world where all girls are born
with a special talent but their gifts feel
like curses, best friends Rome, Lux and
Mercy discover the collective strength of
their bond while exposing disturbing
truths about their community. Available
on CloudLibrary and Hoopla.

A half-mermaid who seeks to meet the
mother who was cursed to forget her
existence leaves the ocean for the first
time and apprentices herself to a witch
before becoming enmeshed in a
baroness’s quest for immortality.
Available on CloudLibrary.

When Daniel Soria, the current saint of
Bicho Raro, Colorado, violates the
family's greatest taboo, Beatriz and
Joaquin, along with the pilgrims, must
drive off the darkness. Available on
CloudLibrary and Hoopla.

Tyler Johnson Was Here
by Jay Coles
When Marvin Johnson's twin brother,
Tyler, is shot and killed by a police officer,
Marvin must fight injustice to learn the
true meaning of freedom. Available on
CloudLibrary.
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